Popularity of content in social media is unequally distributed, with some items receiving a disproportionate share of attention from users. Predicting which newly-submitted items will become popular is critically important for both companies that host social media sites and their users. Accurate and timely prediction would enable the companies to maximize revenue through differential pricing for access to content or ad placement. Prediction would also give consumers an important tool for filtering the ever-growing amount of content. Predicting popularity of content in social media, however, is challenging due to the complex interactions among content quality, how the social media site chooses to highlight content, and influence among users. While these factors make it difficult to predict popularity a priori, we show that stochastic models of user behavior on these sites allows predicting popularity based on early user reactions to new content. By incorporating aspects of the web site design, such models improve on predictions based on simply extrapolating from the early votes. We validate this claim on the social news portal Digg using a previously-developed model of social voting based on the Digg user interface.
INTRODUCTION
Success or popularity in social media is not evenly distributed. Instead, a small number of users dominate the activity on the site, and receive most of the attention of other users. The popularity of contributed items also shows this extreme diversity. Relatively few of the four billion images on the social photo-sharing site Flickr, for example, are viewed thousands of times, while most of the rest are rarely viewed. Of the more than 16,000 new stories submitted to the social news portal Digg every day, only a handful go on to Copyright is held by the International World Wide Web Conference Committee (IW3C2). Distribution of these papers is limited to classroom use, and personal use by others.
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ACM 978-1-60558-799-8/10/04. become wildly popular, gathering thousands of votes, while most of the remaining stories never receive more than a single vote from the submitter herself. Among thousands of new blog posts every day, only a handful rise above the noise. It is critically important to provide users with tools to help them sift through the vast stream of new content to identify interesting items in a timely manner, or least those items that will prove to be successful or popular. Accurate and timely prediction will also enable social media companies that host user-generated content to maximize revenue through differential pricing for access to content or ad placement, and encourage greater user loyalty by helping their users quickly find interesting new content.
Success in social media is difficult to predict. Although early and late popularity, which can be measured in terms of the number of views or votes an item generates, are somewhat correlated [7, 22] , we know little about what drives success. Is it item's inherent quality [2] , consumer response to it [5] , or some external factors, such as social influence [15, 18, 16] ? In a landmark study, Salganik et al. [21] addressed this question experimentally by measuring the impact of content quality and social influence on the eventual popularity or success of cultural artifacts. They showed that while quality contributes only weakly to their eventual success, social influence, or knowing about the choices of other people, is responsible for both the inequality and unpredictability of success. In their experiment, Salganik et al. asked users to rate songs they listened to. The users were assigned to different groups. In the control group (independent condition), users were simply presented with lists of songs. In the other group (social influence condition), users were also shown how many times each song was downloaded by other users. The social influence condition resulted in large inequality in popularity of songs, as measured by the number of times the songs were downloaded. Although a song's quality, as measured by its popularity in the control group, was positively related to its eventual popularity in the social condition group, the variance in popularity at a given quality was very high, meaning that two songs of similar quality ended up with very different levels of success. Moreover, when users were aware of the choices made by others, popularity was also very unpredictable.
Although Salganik et al.' s study was limited to a small set of songs created by unknown bands, its conclusions about inequality and unpredictability of success appear to apply to cultural artifacts in general and social media production in particular. While this would appear to preclude predicting submission popularity, as we will show in this paper, a model of social dynamics that includes social influence can help make success in social media predictable. Specifically, we claim that modeling the collective behavior of users of a social media site allows us to predict the popularity of items from the users' early reaction to them. We inves-tigate the claim empirically using data from the social news portal Digg. Digg allows users to submit and collectively moderate news stories by voting on them. Digg selects a hundred or so stories from the thousands that are submitted daily, to feature on its front page. The proprietary promotion algorithm is Digg's way of making a prediction about which stories are interesting to the community and will accumulate many votes. In previous works, we used the stochastic modeling framework [17] to mathematically describe social dynamics of Digg users [14, 9] . The model, which took into account the user interface and how it affects user behavior, described how the number of votes received by stories changed in time. We showed qualitative agreement between the data and the model, indicating that the features of the Digg user interface we considered can explain the patterns of voting. In this paper we use the model to predict whether a newly submitted story will be promoted based on Digg users' early reaction to it. Moreover, we use the model to predict how popular or successful the story will become, i.e., how many votes it will receive. The stochastic modeling framework is general and can be applied to other social media sites, making prediction of popularity of content on those sites possible.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe details of Digg. In Section 3 we summarize the model developed in earlier works. Next, in Section 4 we show how this model can predict eventual popularity of newly submitted stories on Digg. We discuss results in Section 5 and compare against other prediction methods outlined in Section 6.
SOCIAL NEWS PORTAL DIGG
With over 3 million registered users, the social news aggregator Digg is one of the more popular news portals on the Web. Digg allows users to submit and rate news stories by voting on, or 'digging', them. There are many new submissions every minute, over 16,000 a day. Every day Digg picks about a hundred stories that it deems to be popular and promotes them to the front page. Although the exact promotion mechanism is kept secret and changes occasionally, it appears to take into account the number of votes the story receives and how rapidly it receives them. Digg's success is fueled in large part by the emergent front page, which is created by the collective decision of its many users.
User interface
A newly submitted story goes to the upcoming stories list, where it remains for 24 hours, or until it is promoted to the front page, whichever comes first. Newly submitted stories are displayed as a chronologically ordered list, with the most recently submitted story at the top of the list, 15 stories to a page. To see older stories, a user must navigate to the upcoming stories page 2, 3, etc. Promoted stories (Digg calls them 'popular') are also displayed as a list on the front pages, 15 stories to a page, with the most recently promoted story at the top of the list. To see older stories, user must navigate to front page 2, 3, etc. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of a Digg front page.
Digg also allows users to designate friends and track their activities, i.e., see the stories friends recently submitted or voted for. The friends interface is available through the Friends Activity link at the top of any Digg web page (see, for example, Fig. 1 ). The friend relationship is asymmetric. When user A lists user B as a friend, A can watch the activities of B but not vice versa. We call A the fan of B. A newly submitted story is visible in the upcoming stories list, as well as to submitter's fans through the friends interface. With each vote, a story becomes visible to the voter's fans through the friends interface, which shows the newly submitted stories that user's friends voted for. In addition to these interfaces, Digg also allows users to view the most popular stories from the previous day, week, month, or a year. Digg also implements a social filtering feature which recommends stories, including upcoming stories, that were liked by users with a similar voting history. This interface, however, was not available at the time the data for our study was collected.
Inequality of popularity
While a story is in the upcoming stories list, it accrues votes slowly. After it is promoted to the front page, it accumulates votes at a much faster pace. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows the evolution of the number of votes for two stories submitted in June 2006. The point where the slope abruptly increases corresponds to promotion to the front page. As the story ages, accumulation of new votes slows down [24] , and after a few days the total number of votes received by a story saturates to some value. This value, which we also call the final number of votes, gives a measure of the story's success or popularity.
Popularity varies widely from story to story. Figure 2 (b) shows the distribution of the final number of votes received by front page stories that were submitted over a period of about two days in June 2006. The distribution is characteristic of 'inequality of popularity', since a handful of stories become very popular, accumulating thousands of votes, while most others can only muster a few hundred votes. This distribution applies to front page stories only. Stories that are never promoted to the front page receive very few votes, in many cases just a single vote from the submitter.
While the exact shape of the distribution differs among social media sites, the long tail is a ubiquitous feature [3] of human activity . It is present in inequality of popularity of cultural artifacts, such as books and music albums [21] , and also manifests itself in a variety of online behaviors, including tagging, where a few documents are tagged much more frequently than others, collaborative editing on wikis [13] , and general social media usage [23] . While unpredictability of popularity is more difficult to verify than in the controlled experiments of Salganik et al., it is reasonable to assume that a similar set of stories submitted to Digg on another day will end with radically different numbers of votes. In other words, while the distribution of the final number of votes these stories receive will look similar to the distribution in Figure 2 (b), the number of votes received by individual stories will be very different in the two realizations.
Predictability of popularity
These observations make predicting popularity of social media content difficult. We claim, however, that we can leverage social influence, the very factor responsible for inequality and unpredictability of popularity, to predict the popularity of social media content. Social influence occurs when information about the choices or opinions of others affects a user's behavior. In Salganik et al.'s social influence was exerted by showing to a user the number of times a particular item was downloaded. This information affected what items users chose to download, ultimately leading to a large disparity in the number of downloads of specific items. On Digg, social influence manifests itself through the friends interface, which shows users the stories their friends chose to vote for. In previous works [14, 9] we have constructed a mathematical model of the dynamics of social voting on Digg that takes social influence into account. We showed that the model explains the evolution of the number of votes received by Digg stories. In this paper we use the model to predict the popularity of newly submitted stories. Specifically, we use the model to estimate the inherent quality of a new story from the Digg users' early reaction to it. Next, using this estimate, we predict the story's final number of votes. In the sections below we summarize the model and validate it on a sample of stories retrieved from Digg.
SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF DIGG
The model of the dynamics of social voting on Digg [14, 9] is based on the stochastic processes framework [17] , which represents each Digg user as a stochastic process with a small number of states. For users of a social media site, the states correspond to actions such as register for the site, follow link to a story, vote on the story, befriend another user, and so on. This abstraction captures much of the inherent individual complexity by casting individual's decisions as inducing probabilistic transitions between states. The framework allows us to relate aggregate behavior of a group of users, such as voting, to simple descriptions of their individual behavior. In past work, we used the model of social voting to study how individual stories accumulate votes on Digg. In this paper, we use the model to explain why some stories accumulate many more votes than others. In addition to the model's explanatory power, we investigate its predictive power. We first describe the data sets we collected for our study and then present an overview of the model developed in [9] .
Data sets
We collected data by scraping web pages in Digg's Technology section in May and June 2006. The May data set consists of stories that were submitted to Digg May 25-27, 2006. We followed stories by periodically scraping Digg to determine the number of votes stories received as a function of the time since their submission. We collected at least 4 such observations for each of 2152 stories, submitted by 1212 distinct users. Of these stories, 510, by 239 distinct users, were promoted to the front page. We followed the promoted stories over a period of several days.
The June data set consists of 201 stories promoted to the front page between June 27 -30, 2006. For each story, we collected the names of the first 216 users who voted on the story. In addition, we also collected information about stories that were submitted to Digg between June 30, 2006 and July 1, 2006. From this set of upcoming stories, we retained those that received at least 10 votes, resulting in 159 stories. In October 2009, we updated information about the front page and upcoming stories, using the Digg API to obtain time stamps of the first (up to 216) votes for each story, the total number of votes it received, and for the stories in the upcoming sample, their promotion time, if it exists.
In addition to data about stories, we also extracted a snapshot of the social network of the top-ranked 1020 Digg users (as of June, 2006) . This data contained the names of each user's friends and fans. As a reminder, user A's friends are all the users that A is watching (outgoing links on the social network graph), while A's fans are all the users watching his activity (incoming links). Since the original network did not contain information about all the voters in the June data set, we augmented it in February 2008 by extracting names of friends of more than 15, 000 additional users. Many of these users added friends between June 2006 and February 2008.
Although Digg does not provide information about the time the new link was created on its web page, it does list these links in reverse chronological order, with the most recent link appearing on top. In addition to friend's name, Digg also gives the date friend joined Digg. By eliminating friends who joined Digg after June 30, 2006, we believe we were able to faithfully reconstruct the fan links for all voters in our data set. Note that the fans network in the two data sets was slightly different. In the May data set, we retained the number of fans for the top 1020 users, and assumed that other users had zero fans. In the June data set, we know who active users (who voted recently) list as friends and calculate the number of active fans for each submitter. Both are reasonable interpretations of the number of fans, and the exact meaning of the number of fans should depend on the application.
Dynamical model of social voting
When a user visits Digg, she can choose to browse its front pages to see recently promoted stories, upcoming stories pages to see recently submitted stories, or use the friends interface to see the stories her friends have recently submitted or voted for. She can select one of the stories to read, and depending on whether she considers it interesting, vote for it. Alternatively, after perusing Digg's pages, she may choose to leave it. The user's environment, the stories she is seeing, is itself changing in time depending on actions of all other users.
At an aggregate level, we focus on how the number of votes a story receives changes over time. The changing state of a story is characterized by three values: the number of votes, Nvote(t), the story has received by time t after it was submitted to Digg, the list the story is in at time t (upcoming or front pages) and its location within that list, which we denote by q and p for upcoming and front page lists, respectively.
Stochastic modeling provides a framework for relating users' individual choices to their aggregate behavior, which is, in turn, related to the changes in the state of a single story. The aggregate user behavior on Digg at a given time has the following components: the number of users who see a story via one of the front pages, one of the upcoming pages, through the friends pages, and number of users who vote for a story, Nvote. In other words, the votes a story receives depends on the combination of its visibility and interest, with visibility coming from different parts of the Digg user interface: the friends interface, upcoming and front page lists, and the position within each list. The Rate Equation for Nvote(t) is:
where r measures how interesting the story is, i.e., the probability a user seeing the story will vote on it, and ν f , νu and ν friends are the rates at which users find the story via one of the front or upcoming pages, and through the friends interface, respectively. To solve Eq. 1, we must model the rates at which users find the story through the different parts of the Digg interface. These rates depend on the story's location in each list (upcoming or front page) and how users navigate to that position in the list. While many details of these behaviors are not readily observable, we are able to estimate the values required for our model from the sample of data obtained from Digg and by making some reasonable assumptions. For example, while we do not know how many users visit Digg each day, we assume that a Digg visitor sees the front page first. The upcoming stories list is less popular than the front page. We model this by assuming that a fraction c < 1 of Digg visitors proceed to the upcoming stories pages.
Story position depends on the details of Digg user interface.
Digg splits each story list into groups of 15 stories, with 15 most recently submitted (promoted) stories on the first upcoming (front) page, the next group of 15 on the second page, and so on. We model this process as decreasing visibility as a function of location, the value of fpage(p), through p taking on fractional values. Thus, p = 1.5 denotes the position of a story half way down the first page of the list. Values of p and q grow linearly in time as new stories are promoted to the front page and submitted to the upcoming stories list [9] . In addition to story position in the list, we need a description of how users navigate to that position. While we do not have data about Digg visitors' behavior, specifically, how many proceed to page 2, 3 and so on, generally when presented with lists over multiple pages on a web site, successively smaller fractions of users visit later pages in the list. Following [10] , we use an inverse Gaussian to model the distribution of the number of pages a user visits before leaving the web site. We model the decreasing visibility of stories as they move down the list on a given page through p and q taking on fractional values in the inverse Gaussian model of user navigation.
When a story is promoted, it becomes visible at the top of the front page list. An accurate model of this process would require us to reverse engineer Digg's promotion algorithm. Instead, we use a simple threshold to model how a story is promoted to the front page. The threshold model appears to approximate Digg's promotion algorithm well, and works as follows. Initially the story is visible on the upcoming stories pages. When the number of accumulated votes exceeds a promotion threshold h, the story moves to the front page. A story that does not reach this threshold within one day after submission is removed. Next, we model story's visibility through the friends interface. We only consider two components of the friends interface, which allow users to see stories their friends (i) submitted or (ii) voted for in the preceding 48 hours. Fans of the story's submitter can find the story via the friends interface at any time after submission, regardless of which list it is on. As additional users vote on the story, their fans can also see the story through the friends interface, regardless of the list the story is on. We model this with s(t), the number of fans of voters on the story by time t who have not yet seen the story. We suppose these users visit Digg daily, and since they are likely to be geographically distributed across all time zones, the rate fans discover the story is distributed over the day. A simple model of this behavior takes fans arriving at the friends page independently at a rate ω. As fans read the story, the number of potential voters gets smaller, i.e., s decreases at a rate ωs. At the same time, the number of additional fans who can see the story through the friends interface grows as ∆s = aN −b vote for each new vote, with a = 51 and b = 0.62 [9] . Combining these models of growth in the expected number of available fans and its decrease as fans return to Digg, we have
with initial value s(0) equal to the number of fans of the story's submitter, S.
In summary, the rates in Eq. 1 are:
where t is time since the story's submission and ν is the rate users visit Digg. The step function Θ(Nvote(t) − h) indicates that when a story has fewer votes than required for promotion, it is visible in parameter value rate general users come to Digg ν = 10 users/min fraction viewing upcoming pages c = 0.3 rate a voters' fans come to Digg ω = 0.002/min page view distribution µ = 0.6, λ = 0.6 fans per new vote a = 51, b = 0.62 vote promotion threshold h = 40 upcoming stories list location ku = 0.06 pages/min front page list location k f = 0.003 pages/min story specific parameters interestingness r number of submitter's fans S Table 1 : Model parameters. Parameters specifying page view distribution are defined in [9] .
the upcoming stories pages; and when Nvote(t) > h, the story is visible on the front page. The step function Θ(24hr − t) accounts for a story staying in the upcoming queue for at most 24 hours. We solve Eq. 1 subject to initial condition Nvote(0) = 1, because a newly submitted story appears on the top of the upcoming stories queue and it starts with a single vote, from the submitter.
Model parameters and solutions
As shown in [9] solutions to Eq. 1 agree with the evolution of votes received by actual stories on Digg. The solutions depend on the model parameters, of which only two parameters -the story's interestingness r and number of fans of the submitter S -change from story to story. We estimated r from the data as the value that minimizes the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between the observed votes and the model predictions. The remaining parameters, given in Table 1 , are fixed. As described in more detail in [9] , some of these parameters, such as the growth in list location, promotion threshold and fans per new vote, were measured directly from the May data set. Other parameters were estimated based on model predictions. The small number of stories in our data set, as well as the approximations made in the model, do not give strong constraints on these parameters. We selected values to give a reasonable match to our observations. They could in principle be measured independently with more detailed data on user behavior. Fig. 3 shows parameters r and S required for a story to reach the front page according to the model, and how that prediction compares to the stories in the May data set. The model's prediction of whether a story is promoted is correct for 95% of the stories in our data set. For promoted stories, the correlation between S and r is −0.13, which is significantly different from zero (p-value less than 10 −4 by a randomization test). Thus a story submitted by a poorly connected user (small S) tends to need high interest (large r) to be promoted to the front page [15] .
Parameter r depends on the inherent story quality, which we cannot directly measure. However, our interpretation of r as how 'interesting' a story is to users appears to be consistent with treating it as intrinsic story quality. Specifically, the model reproduces three general observations about behavior of stories on Digg: (1) slow initial growth in votes while the story is on the upcoming list, as shown in Fig. 2(a) ; (2) more interesting stories (higher r) are promoted to the front page faster and receive more votes than less interesting stories; (3) however, as first described in [15] , better connected users (high S) are more successful in getting their less interesting stories (lower r) promoted to the front page than poorlyconnected users. These observations give us confidence that the model captures the important details of social voting on Digg. By estimating r from the observed dynamics of social voting, our model allows us to separate story quality from social influence and study how each affects the popularity of stories on Digg. While there are alternative ways to measure the effects of quality and social influence, they may not be feasible for social media applications. Quality, for example, may be measured through controlled experiments, as in [21] . Social influence may be measured through surveys or interviews with participants, which is also not usually practical in social media. An empirically grounded model, on the other hand, allows us to quantitatively characterize the effects of quality and social influence on the popularity of social media content, and deduce the strength of these effects from the observed dynamics of popularity. This leads to an insight that models can be used to predict popularity of content. Specifically, observing the initial stages of voting on Digg, and knowing how users are connected, enables us to use the model of social dynamics to estimate r, and then use this value to predict how many votes the story will receive in the long-term. In the sections below we investigate the implications of the model for determining quality of stories submitted to Digg, and also for predicting the number of votes they will receive. Since the stochastic modeling framework on which the approach is based is general, and has been applied to several other systems [17, 8] , we conjecture that this approach can also be used to predict popularity of content on other social media sites.
MODEL-BASED PREDICTION
By separating the impact of story quality and social influence on the popularity of stories on Digg, a model of social dynamics enables two novel applications: (1) estimating inherent story quality from the evolution of its observed popularity, and (2) predicting its eventual popularity based on the early reaction of users to the story. We investigate these problems on real-world data extracted from Digg.
Estimating story quality
We can estimate how interesting a story is by comparing the model's solutions to the observed popularity of the story. We take as story interestingness the value of r that minimizes RMS difference between the observed number of votes and the number of votes predicted by the model at the end of the data sample or two days after submission, whichever was earlier. For the 510 promoted stories in the May data set, the RMS relative error between the number of votes and the model prediction is 14%, corresponding to a RMS error of 109 votes. For stories not promoted these values are 14% and 1.1 votes, respectively. The estimated r values of stories in the May data set show that the 510 promoted stories have a wide range of interestingness to users. As shown in Fig. 4 , these r values fit well to a lognormal distribution with maximum likelihood estimates of the mean and standard deviation of log(r) equal to −1.67±0.04 and 0.47±0.03, respectively, with the ranges giving the 95% confidence intervals. A randomization test based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and accounting for the fact that the distribution parameters are determined from the data [4] shows the r values are consistent with this distribution (p-value 0.35). Table 2 shows stories with highest and lowest estimated r values. Stories with highest r include those bound to pique curiosity, such as "Lego Aircraft Carrier Complete!" and lists of the "worst" and "coolest". Among stories with lowest r values are more serious stories about science and technology, which apparently are not very interesting to Digg users. The r values for June data set have a similar lognormal distribution. While broad distributions occur in many web sites [23] , using a model of social dynamics allows us to factor out effects of user interface (various components of story visibility) from the overall distribution of story interestingness. Thus we can identify variations in the stories' inherent interest to users as measured by their inclination to vote on a story they see. These findings indicate that at least part of the inequality in the distribution of final number of votes received by Digg stories (cf Fig. 2(b) ) can be attributed to the inequality of their inherent interest to users.
Predicting final number of votes
Rather than estimating r values from the full voting history, we can estimate them from the early voting history of each story. For instance, using just the first 4 observations for each promoted story in the May data set to estimate r and then using that value in the model to predict the final number of votes gives a relative error in the predicted final votes of 34%. The predicted numbers of votes have 87% correlation with the observed numbers so early observations provide a strong prediction of the relative ordering of numbers of votes stories will receive, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . This corresponds to the predictability of eventual ratings from the early reaction to new content seen on Digg and YouTube [22] . Figure 6 shows predictions for front page stories in the June data set, based on the first 20 votes a story receives and using the model described above, i.e., with parameters determined from the May data set. In this case, the predictions are not as good (correlation between predicted and actual final votes is 0.49, the RMS error is 593, and the linear fit accounts for only 23% of the variance).
In both figures, the cluster of points at the extreme left of the plot are promoted stories the model predicts will not be promoted (based on the r estimate from the early votes). Thus their actual final number of votes is considerably larger than the model predicts based on the early votes.
Comparing to direct extrapolation
Once a story reaches the front page, its subsequent growth in votes is well-predicted from the number of votes it receives shortly after promotion when accounting for the hourly and daily variation in story submission rate [22] . However, these predictions apply to promoted stories only and do not take into account changes in vis- ibility of a story through growth in the number of fans. Although we do not have enough data to reproduce the approach of [22] , as the first 216 votes often did not cover one hour after promotion required by the approach, as a simple comparison, we determined the predicted number of votes based on extrapolating from the rate a story accumulated votes during the first 4 observations. This simpler model, which does not consider the number of fans for the story's voters, has a lower correlation, 75%, with the observed numbers and a larger RMS error for stories in the May data set. A randomization test comparing these two methods indicates this reduction in performance is statistically significant (p-value less than 5 × 10 −4 ). Thus, by incorporating the average growth in number of fans, our model provides a better description of how stories accumulate votes than simply extrapolating from early observations while on the upcoming pages. More generally, by estimating the "interestingness" of a story from early votes, we separate the influence of changing visibility in the Digg user interface from the underlying rate at which users will vote on the story if they see it.
Although model-based predictions for stories in the June data set are not as good, nevertheless, using the model improves on direct extrapolation (correlation 0.44, RMS error 610, and fraction of variance 19%). We find a similar improvement for predicting the final votes for the upcoming stories of the June data set, e.g., correlation 0.47 using the model compared to 0.31 for direct extrapolation. 
Comparing to social influence only prediction
In [16] we studied the role of social influence in predicting popularity of news stories on Digg. We showed that stories that initially receive many fan votes, i.e., votes from fans of the submitter or previous voters, ultimately go on to accumulate fewer votes than stories that initially receive few fan votes. Although this may at first seem counter intuitive, it is reasonable to expect that a story that is of interest to a narrow community will spread within that community only, while a generally interesting story will spread from many independent sites as users unconnected to previous voters discover it with some small probability and propagate it to their own fans. [16] did not separate effects of story quality or interestingness from social influence, but simply used the strength of social influence as a predictor of whether the story will receive many votes.
As described in this paper, at the time of submission, a story is only visible on the upcoming stories list and to submitter's fans through the friends interface. As users vote on the story, it becomes visible to their own fans through the friends interface. Some of these fans will find the story interesting and vote for it. Although we cannot confirm it, we assume that if a voter is a fan of the previous voters (including the submitter), social influence, exerted via the friends interface, played a role in helping the voter discover the story. Therefore, the strength of social influence is measured in terms of the proportion of initial votes that can be made via the friends interface: those coming from the fans of the submitter and previous voters. Social influence during the early voting period and the final number of votes a story receives are inversely correlated. Figure 7 shows the number of fan votes within the first 10 votes vs the final number of votes received by the 201 front page stories in the June data set. The plot shows median number of final votes, with the errors bars showing the distribution of votes, with the outliers removed. Despite wide range of final votes for each value of fan votes, in general, stories that receive relatively few fan votes within the first 10 votes end up becoming very popular, accumulating many hundreds or thousands of votes, while stories that receive many fan votes within the first 10 votes end up with fewer than 500 votes.
We trained a decision tree classifier on front page stories in the June data set to predict whether a story will be successful, i.e., accumulate a large number of votes, based on the strength of social influence during the early stages of voting [16] . Each story was characterized by three attributes: number of fan votes it received within the first 10 votes, number of submitter's fans, and a boolean attribute indicating whether the story was successful (i.e., received more than 505 votes). This classifier can then be used to predict whether a story will become successful by monitoring its spread through the fan network. As shown in [16] , the prediction can be made relatively early, after the first 10 votes.
We compare model-based prediction against social influencebased classifier described above. We use the classifier to predict whether an upcoming story in the June data set will accumulate more than 505 votes. As argued in [16] , that prediction should be made for stories submitted by top users, who tend to have bigger and more active fan networks, which make it more difficult for Digg to determine story's general appeal to the rest of its community. There were 39 stories submitted by users who were among the top-ranked 100 users in June 2006. Of these stories, 13 were actually promoted by Digg, and of these only four went on to receive more than 505 votes. The classifier predicted that 14 of the 39 stories will get more than 505 votes, and of these, only three did. The classifier also predicted that 25 stories will accumulate fewer than 505 votes, and 24 of these predictions were correct. In all, social influence-based classifier correctly predicted the fate of 27 stories. Using the same criterion of success and using only the first 10 votes for prediction, the model-based method predicted that 11 stories will accumulate more than 505, of which 3 did. It also predicted that 28 stories will not reach 505 votes, and 27 of these predictions were correct. In all, model-based method correctly predicted the fate of 30 stories, a 10% improvement over the social influence-based method.
DISCUSSION
There is a number of reasons why predictions for the final number of votes received by June stories were worse than predictions for the stories in the May data set. May data was collected by scraping Digg web pages at regular time interval. While for over half of the promoted and upcoming stories in the May data set the fourth observation was made about four hours since story submission, for many of the remaining stories, 4th observation was made many hours later. Therefore, prediction was able to exploit longerterm dynamics. The first 20 votes used for prediction in the June data set generally accounted for shorter periods since submission. Another reason for the disparity was that the model was calibrated on the May data set. Using parameters calculated from June data could improve predictions. We could not explore this questions due to lack of relevant data. On the other hand, some prediction accuracy on the June data set demonstrate generalizability of the model. Another difference between the models is that for the May data we used all fans as extracted from Digg, while number of fans in the June data set is based on users who were active (i.e. voted recently). Both definitions seem reasonable, so by comparing the May and June results, we're also comparing the use of these different definitions in the two cases.
The model makes several assumptions and approximations which could reduce accuracy of prediction. First, we treated promotion as an exact threshold. Detailed analysis of June data shows this not to be accurate, as some stories were promoted well before they reached 40 votes. The earlier in its history the story is promoted, the more votes it will receive. While we do not know the exact promotion algorithm Digg uses, we can mitigate this problem by giving bounds on the predicted number of votes, which reflect our uncertainty about the promotion mechanism. Another modeling simplification we made is to use growth in the expected number of new fans, given by Eq. 2. Since we know how large the fans network is for each voter, we can compute these values more precisely. This will enable us to treat cases when a vote by a highly connected user, such as kevinrose, exposes the story to a large number of users.
Finally, as evidence in Section 4.4 suggests, prediction may also benefit from a finer grained model of social influence. While modelbased prediction outperforms social influence-only model, we believe that social influence offers valuable evidence about story's interest within and outside a community. Monitoring the spread of interest in a story through the fan network will lead to a better estimate of r, which will, in turn, lead to a more accurate prediction of the final number of votes. The value of r could be different to fans vs non-fans. We plan to study these issues in future work.
RELATED WORK
The Social Web provides massive quantities of available data about the behavior of large groups of people. Researchers are using this data to study a variety of topics, including detecting [1, 20] and influencing [6, 12] trends in public opinion, and dynamics of information flow in groups [25, 19] .
Several researchers examined the role of social dynamics in explaining and predicting distribution of popularity of online content. Wilkinson [23] found broad distributions of popularity and user activity on many social media sites and showed that these distributions can arise from simple macroscopic dynamical rules. Wu and Huberman [24] constructed a phenomenological model of the dynamics of collective attention on Digg. Their model is parametrized by a single variable that characterizes the rate of decay of interest in a news article. Rather than characterize evolution of votes received by a single story, they show the model describes the distribution of final votes received by promoted stories. Our model offers an alternative explanation for the distribution of votes. Rather than novelty decay, we argue that the distribution can also be explained by the combination of a non-uniform variations in the stories' inherent interest to users and effects of user interface, specifically decay in visibility as the story moves to subsequent front pages. Such a mechanism can also explain the distribution of popularity of photos on Flickr, which would be difficult to characterize by novelty decay. Crane and Sornette [5] analyzed a large number of videos posted on YouTube and found that collective dynamics was linked to the inherent quality of videos. By looking at how the observed number of votes received by videos changed in time, they could separate high quality videos, whether they were selected by YouTube editors or spontaneously became popular, from junk videos. This study is similar in spirit to our own in exploiting the link between observed popularity and content quality. However, while this, and Wu & Huberman study, aggregated data from tens of thousands of individuals, our method focuses instead on the microscopic dynamics, modeling how individual behavior contributes to the observed popularity of content.
Researchers found statistically significant correlation between early and late popularity of content on Slashdot [11] , Digg and YouTube [22] . Specifically, similar to our study, Szabo & Huberman [22] predicted long-term popularity of stories on Digg. Through large-scale statistical study of stories promoted to the front page, they were able to predict stories' popularity after 30 days based on their popularity one hour after promotion. Unlike our work, their study did not specify a mechanism for evolution of popularity, and simply exploited the correlation between early and late story popularity to make the prediction. Our work also differs in that we predict popularity of stories shortly after submission, long before they are promoted. In [16] we exploited anti-correlation between the number of early fan votes and stories' eventual popularity on Digg. Specifically, we found that stories that initially received few votes from the fans of submitters and previous voters went on to become much more popular than stories which had many initial votes from fans. Using this correlation, we were able to predict whether stories submitted by well connected users would become popular, i.e., receive more than 505 votes. That work exploited social influence only to make the prediction, and the results were not applicable to stories submitted by poorly connected users which were not quickly discovered by highly connected users. In contrast, the approach described in this paper considers effects of social influence regardless of the connectedness of the submitter, and also accounts for story quality in making a prediction about story popularity.
CONCLUSION
In the vast stream of new user-generated content, only a few items will prove to be popular, attracting a lion's share of attention, while the rest languish in obscurity. Predicting which items will become popular is exceedingly difficult, even to experts. Research has shown that popularity is weakly related to inherent content quality, and that social influence leads to an uneven distribution of popularity and makes it so difficult to predict. We claim that a model of social dynamics of users on a social media site allows us to quantitatively characterize evolution of popularity of items on that site and study how it is affected by item quality and social influence. We evaluate this claim by studying the social news aggregator Digg, which allows users to submit and vote on news stories. The number of votes a story accumulates on Digg shows its popularity. In an earlier work we developed a model of social voting on Digg, which describes how the number of votes received by a story changes in time. Knowing how interesting a story is and how connected the submitter is fully determines the evolution of the number of votes the story receives. This leads to an insight that a model can be used to predict story's popularity from the initial reaction of users to it. Specifically, we use observations of evolution of the number of votes received by a story shortly after submission to estimate how interesting it is, and then use the model to predict how many votes the story will get after a period of a few days. Modelbased prediction outperforms other methods that exploit social influence only, or correlation between early and late votes received by stories. However, results show that we can improve prediction by developing a more fine-grained model that differentiates between how interesting a story is to fans and to the general population.
